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Abstract:

*In Silico* methods are a set of theoretical computer tools that analyze and correlate a series of physical, chemical, and mathematical parameters to study the behavior of molecules with biological action called ligands, among which are drugs, biomolecules, and their therapeutic targets. This article aims at showing the most relevant ones, among which are molecular docking, which relates the molecular dynamics between drug-protein structures, and the structure-activity relationship or SAR method, and the quantitative method of structure-activity relationship or QSAR which correlates the physicochemical, electronic, and steric parameters of drugs with their biological activity. These methods produced mathematical results that generated a relevant theoretical-experimental relationships prediction series to develop drugs and their behavior study under different biological conditions.
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Resumen:

Los métodos in Silico son un conjunto de herramientas informáticas teóricas que analizan y correlacionan una serie de parámetros físicos, químicos y matemáticos con el fin de estudiar el comportamiento de moléculas con acción biológica llamadas ligandos, entre las que se encuentran, fármacos, biomoléculas y sus blancos terapéuticos, estos estudios relacionan datos experimentales y datos teóricos de las interacciones ligando-proteína basados en descriptores moleculares. El objetivo del presente artículo es mostrar las más relevantes, entre las que se encuentran; el acoplamiento molecular, que relaciona la dinámica molecular entre estructuras fármaco-proteína, el método de relación estructura actividad o SAR y el método cuantitativo de la relación estructura actividad o QSAR que correlacionan parámetros fisicoquímicos, electrónicos y estéricos de fármacos con su actividad biológica. Con los resultados matemáticos obtenidos mediante estos métodos se generan una serie de predicciones de inter relaciones teórico-experimentales importantes para el desarrollo de fármacos y el estudio de su comportamiento bajo distintas condiciones biológicas.
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INTRODUCTION

*In Silico* methods provide a solution to the problem of excessive time and resources necessary for the study and development of new molecules and therapeutic targets based on experimental information that sets the standard for structure-based molecule design (SBDD), for its English acronym, in molecular dynamics, ligand-based molecule design (LBDD) and fragment-based molecule design (FBDD).\(^1,2\) In this sense, these methods include a variety of computational models based on the measurement of physicochemical, mathematical, and biological parameters obtained from experimental models that study interactions at the molecular level between ligands (drugs) and proteins. The information resulting from this process is analyzed and interpreted by Machine Learning (ML) type algorithms that correlate parameters such as molecular weight, lipophilicity/hydrophilicity ratio (log P), number of hydrogens bonded donor-acceptor, polar surface, and affinity to its target protein, resulting in an approximate accurate prediction of biological behavior in the process of reinforcing information from existing molecules or discovering new active molecules.\(^3\) Among the most representative in Silico methods are those that study the interaction through a structural-based virtual screening (VS), high throughput screening (HTS), molecular docking, and
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screens that analyze the process of absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination (ADME) of drugs in a biological system as in the case of SAR studies. It is the way to develop the methods from which one must start from the knowledge of the molecular structure of the ligands as well as the associated proteins previously studied and contained in libraries such as PubChem, ChEMBL and ZINC; nevertheless, the results do not limit to already existing information that it is possible to experiment with the design and structural nature of the ligands, their flexibility and their spatial dimension and rigidity, in this sense, it is essential to jointly prepare the target site of the ligand using X-ray crystallography available in databases such as PDB (www.rcsb.org). The parameter digitization corresponding to each of the molecular variables to be studied becomes the raw material for experimentation and the starting point for the different types of docking, validation, and analysis of results.4,5

IN SILICO STUDIES

In Silico studies consist of a series of methods and methodologies based on chemistry, physics, pharmacology, mathematics, and bioinformatics that allow researchers to carry out biological assays computationally executed with mathematical algorithms established since the beginning of the 20th century, establishing correlations between the chemical structures of organic molecules and their behavior towards biomolecules of physiological and pharmacological importance. These bioinformatics studies evaluate the physical and chemical parameters of a molecule of interest and how it behaves towards a target protein based on its three-dimensional geometry, type of bond, polarity, electronegativity, and energy quantity.6

In Silico studies are used to generate an approximate-to-reality prediction from which researchers obtain an advantage by obtaining a simulated panorama of how a compound or compounds of interest would behave against a specific therapeutic target by analyzing the molecular docking about their atomic, geometric, and spatial structures. In this sense, these studies allow the researcher to reduce the resources necessary to develop tests since the predictions provide information for molecular modeling with therapeutic potential; this is, if one wants to study a group of drugs with similar characteristics, approximations can be made regarding a minimal structure with important activity as well as the substituents to choose to improve its activity.7 In Silico studies provide a range of tools to relate a biological activity to the chemical structure of molecules of interest in the case of SAR studies that relate these parameters to optimize the structure that presents the best activity and, in this way, only synthesize and study In Vitro the molecules with the most significant probability of being effective. However, these studies require a certain degree of prior experimental information that allows the information generated to be mutually supported and complemented between studies. Another type of study is the so-called Molecular Docking, which analyzes the interactions between ligands (drugs, small organic molecules, peptides, proteins, etc.) and proteins related to the structure of the ligand and the protein nature of the target to be studied, using specialized computer programs that assess the different interactions using algorithms that result in a complete analysis of the interactions between the ligand and the steric site of the protein with an action potential of either inhibition or induction.8,9

MOLECULAR DOCKING STUDIES

Studies in the molecular docking modality based on the relationship between a ligand and its three-dimensional structure and its interaction with a general ligand protein, all at a molecular and strictly computational level in which there is a broad library of ligands and protein targets described and taken to a mathematical and computational language. The computer tools allow modeling ligands in 2D and 3D as well as three-dimensional modeling of a protein of interest in its quaternary structure in its amino acid sequence faithfully represented by X-ray crystallography (Figure 1).9

![Figure 1. Free access computer program AutoDock showing an X-ray crystallography of the PDE-4B2 obtained from the PDB protein data bank.7,9](https://example.com/figure1.png)

Directed Docking is studied when the researcher has a bibliographic base that supports the information on the exact steric site where the protein interacts with a specific ligand. It is used to validate the existing data about the ligand’s mechanism, site of action, and a fraction of a protein target. However, molecular docking can also be performed without knowing the specific interaction site with a ligand through a blind docking study, where a particular ligand is examined in a protein of interest to map the entire protein and its probable binding sites with the ligand. This way, it predicts the specific interaction with an amino acid residue and analyzes the interacting functional groups and the interaction type between them.10

The preparation of the ligand and the protein target is a crucial step in the molecular docking methodology because it defines the complexity of the study. First consider the ligand. Its flexibility is established referring to the mobility and position of
atoms that amplify the modalities and positions of interaction with its protein target, ending with flexibility, solubility microenvironment of the medium, and the protein target that defines the capacity of the hydrogen available to interact through hydrogen bonds and ruling out false positive interactions. Molecular docking enables structure-based molecular design (SBDD) or ligand-based drug design (LBDD) ligands, the first consisting of structure-based virtual screening models (SBVS) that evaluates a structure and its interaction with an entire protein or a molecular dynamic, describing the possible interactions between the structures of the ligand and the protein target. LBDD docking studies are evaluated in three modalities. The first one refers to a virtual screening based on a ligand; the second one consists of carrying out a SAR study; and the third one consists of the generation of a pharmacophore, established as a pattern for the development of new molecules or ligands, able of interacting with a fraction of the protein (pharmacophore), serving as a template for the design and study of molecules with therapeutic potential.12,13

QSAR STUDIES
Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship Studies or QSAR are one of the in Silico methods that allows a relationship to be made between the structure of a ligand and the protein target through a series of physical and chemical factors that have the function of acting as biological descriptors; these factors are related to each other when compared with the existing experimental information and the theoretical parameters established by the theoretical QSAR method.14,15
QSAR studies are conducted by establishing molecular parameters, evaluated along with their relationship with the existing biological experimental information, the physicochemical data of the ligand running in a computer program that describes its behavior in different theoretical scenarios and resulting in a prediction attached to reality supported by a SAR model based on the study objectives established by the researcher that ensure a correct extrapolation between empirical and theoretical data, having a general scheme as shown in figure 2.16,18

2D-QSAR
The study of 2D-QSAR represents a series of experimental and theoretical methods from which information on the structure-activity relationship is obtained through linear parameters that do not necessarily represent a ligand-protein interactive activity in three dimensions. However, it is possible to establish important parameters and results to visualize the activity of molecules of therapeutic interest.19,20

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PARAMETERS
Experimental information between molecules with biological potential allows actual parameters to be digitized into theoretical parameters to carry out a theoretical-experimental contrast study between different biological parameters such as IC50 (binding affinity), minimum inhibitory concentration MIC, lethal dose 50 LD50, volume of distribution Vd, bioavailability and physicochemical such as pKa (ionization constant), log P (lipophilicity/hydrophilicity ratio), log Kw (lipophilicity from HPLC measurement) and λ (hydrogen bond capability).21

![Figure 2. General scheme for using the QSAR method.](image)

LIPOPHILICITY/HYDROPHILICITY
One of the initial parameters to evaluate within the QSAR study is the lipophilicity/hydrophilicity ratio of a ligand of interest to assess its pharmacokinetic behavior. Experimental or mathematical methods, such as the Hansch and Fujita equation, represent a relationship between lipophilicity and hydrophilicity of each of the substituents or functional groups in a primary or seed molecule and its existing or probable modifications to be used subsequently. The fragmentary parameter π describes the lipophilicity/hydrophilicity value of the substituents of a molecule or drug; it is calculated by a difference of logarithms between an experimental value of a base structure studied in an organic solvent/water solution (π) and that same base with a substituent added by chemical synthesis (πX) resulting in a value of X that will be the lipophilicity/hydrophilicity value of a substituent, interpreted as: Positive π values (+) represent a lipophilic substituent and negative π values (-) represent a hydrophilic substituent. In this sense, we can extrapolate this information to define this same parameter to a more complex molecule by applying a general equation:

\[ \text{Log} P_x = \text{Log} P_0 + \sum \pi x \]

The value to search LogPx will be equal to the lipophilicity/hydrophilicity value of the LogP0 base plus the sum of each of the π values of the different substituents.22,23

ELECTRONIC PARAMETERS
This parameter studied by Hammett in 1964 analyzes the relationship between the acceptance and donation of electrons of a molecule by studying a differentiation between the ionization of unsubstituted benzoic acid based on the pKa values and the difference in ionization with some substituents. It is relevant to analyze this ionization due to the interactions of the different functional groups in a molecule and the amino acid residues of its therapeutic target. The sigma parameter σ is measured, which
is the logarithmic difference of the electronic effect of a base molecule \( \text{Ka}_0 \) and that of a functional group or substituent \( \text{Ka}_x \), in which positive values (+) describe electron-accepting substituents and negative values (-) describe electronic-donating substituents, thus interpreting the relationship between the substituents of a ligand and its electronic interaction. On the other hand, Swain and Lupton calculated a sigma value that is the sum of two electronic effects in a molecule with heterocycle aromatic characteristics, the inductive effect \( F \) and the resonance effect \( R \) that describes the movement of electrons within a molecule and its possible interaction with functional groups of amino acid residues of its protein target.\(^{24}\)

### STERIC PARAMETERS

This parameter shows the hydrolysis measured experimentally with ethyl acetate with a hydrogen substituent by Taft in aqueous and acidic media where \( K_x \) is measured, which represents the speed at which this reaction occurs starting from \( H \) as a substituent until its reaction with \( n \) X substituents. The speed then depends on the size of \( X \), that is, the size of the atom or atoms of each unknown \( X \). However, the size of a substituent is relative since it may be a flat substituent in 2D which does not faithfully represent an interaction that is close to reality, so it is necessary to include other parameters such a Verloop or stermol in which the size and electronic shape of the substituent are on three axes (Figure 3), also supported by a molar refractivity parameter, where the molecular weight, refractive index and density are related.\(^{25,26}\)

### 3D-QSAR

3D-QSAR considers three-dimensional parameters of the molecule to make a prediction based on the polar surface and a protein binding site. This method adds greater complexity to evaluate interactions between ligands and proteins through two families of methods, alignment-dependent and alignment-independent.\(^{27}\)

### ALIGNMENT-DEPENDENT

This method developed by Cramer et al., is a three-dimensional QSAR method called CoMFA (Comparative Molecular Field Analysis) in which the 3D structure and its quantitative relationship in structural and steric fields of the ligands are in superposition in each molecular field. A statistical analysis is used for analyzing the biological response/activity correlation and the molecular energy interaction field. Activity predictions are evaluated by partial least squares.\(^{28}\)

### ALIGNMENT-INDEPENDENT

The CoMSIA (Comparative Molecular Similarity Indices Analysis) method developed by Klebe et al., is very similar to CoMFA but with the addition of electrostatic, steric, hydrophobic, hydrogen acceptor, and hydrogen donor molecular fields generated using the Gaussian distance function (Figure 4).\(^{29,30}\)
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**CONCLUSION**

In *Silico* methods represent a strategic advantage for researchers who wish to develop new molecules since they provide the necessary tools to study the behaviors during the interactions of drugs with their protein targets. However, it is imperative to have a prior experimental basis, extrapolation, with theoretical parameters that allow the researcher to obtain accurate predictions close to reality, which are very useful when designing and synthesizing drugs. However, predictions should be considered theoretical and complementary backups for the existing experimental information.
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